
1.3 KS1 - Agape -  Lesson 9 & 10 - Local Christian Charities. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Today we are carrying on thinking about love. What is the special word that the Bible uses for love that cares for 
anyone who needs our help? Agape.  

Revisit times when pupils have shared in fundraising activities for charity. Today we are going to find out about 
charity work done by Christians to share Agape love to people where we live. 

 

 
LESSON 1 
Invite a local Christian in to talk with the children about what they do and why they do it. Prepare beforehand 
by talking with the children about what questions they might like to ask. Please also explain to your visitor that 
they are there because they are a Christian and the pupils are learning about what Christians believe about 
Agape love. Photograph the visit. Pupils can write up what they learned, and the answers to their questions. 

You could display this, and the subsequent lessons work in a class scrapbook about the topic. 

 

LESSON TWO - FIND OUT MORE:   
There will be Christian charities unique to your area. However, in most towns of any size there will be probably 
be examples of the following. You will need to carefully check all videos and materials used beforehand in 
order to protect your children from exposure to unhelpful adult problems.  
 
Street Pastors. Use this video with care. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1iSRi2lPAc 
Food Bank. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAjmHkENwdk 
Homeless shelter. (Genesis trust, Bath). http://genesistrust.org.uk/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0bztJnsXMw 
Christians against Poverty. www.youtube.com/user/capukorg 
Also, there are many National Christian Charities. Here are three interesting examples. 
http://request.org.uk/restart/2014/04/16/send-a-cow/                        
http://request.org.uk/restart/2014/04/16/a-rocha/                 
http://request.org.uk/restart/2014/04/16/traidcraft/ 

ASSESSMENT 
What is Agape love? 
What difference does this Christian belief make to people's lives today? 
 

Context: In this lesson we are asking pupils to find out how the Christian belief of Agape is lived out by 
Christians who live near to your school. 

Essential core: Agape. Jesus taught that people should be loving, kind and forgiving to everyone because this is 
what God is like. 
Vocabulary: Charity. Agape. 
 
Resources:  
Christian visitor. Research your own local Christian charities through the internet. 


